Modes and break periods of electrowetting liquid bridge.
In this paper, we propose a microscale liquid oscillator using electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD). Specifically, a mesoscale liquid bridge (LB) between two horizontal surfaces with EWOD is considered. When EWOD is applied, the solid surface becomes more hydrophilic, and hence the contact angle (CA) is reduced. Following the activation of EWOD, the LB can remain connected or it can break into either symmetric or asymmetric shapes depending on the initial liquid volume and wettability of the two surfaces. The LB dynamics activated by EWOD is studied using the multibody dissipative particle dynamics (MDPD) method. Our numerical results show that the behavior of an LB under EWOD can be interpreted via three modes. In the first mode, the LB does not break after applying EWOD. In the second mode, the LB breaks and does not reform. The third mode happens when, depending on the interplay of the volume of the liquid and CA manipulation, the LB continuously breaks, recoils, and reforms. For asymmetric cases, it was observed that the LB may completely detach from one surface and may not reform. It was also observed that decreasing the wettability of a surface, for cases with a continuous breaking and reformation behavior, increases the connecting time interval and decreases the breaking time interval in one break-reform cycle. The results provided in this investigation facilitate fundamental understanding of LB dynamics and their application for the design of microscale liquid oscillators using EWOD.